
MESA Meeting 4/24/2022

Attendance:

Crazy John
Dante
D2O
Donkey
Glenn Birmingham
Hawk Dad
Heros
Holly Fox
Hud
Ilari
Ingavar
Keefur
MLW
Nash
Nix
Oda
Okie Shepard
Onudi
Ozark
Proxy Byte
Scotter
Spring Dragon
Tamara
Thunderwolf
Travis
Twist Tail
Victor
Wolf2Tails

Meeting Opened: 9:13pm

Scotter has no complaints, and is just ecstatic that everyone had fun
Heros feels a lot of things went really well, there were a few small hiccups, but we have some 
things down to an art
Ketnar doesn’t really exist, thinks the con went awesome
Nash sniffed too much paint
2Tails lost a lot of product due to tarp failure
D2O doesn’t want to be called staff
Holly Fox’s dog loved the con, wishes the other bathroom had been rebuilt, yet
OzarkFox has been running people down on the sidewalks
Ingvar would like people not to crowd the front of the mess hall
Crazy John seconds the other bathroom, and wishes the coffee maker was fixed (it primarily 
needs an extension cord, and the correct filters)



MLW finds it hard to complain when you’re treated like a princess all weekend, 
likes that predator and prey was back
Dex had a great time
Onudi, wishes people realized it’s pronounced Oh-new-dye, not Oh-nu-dee
Victor Redtail “Squak!” Wild Nights is his favorite con, but was disappointed that the missed 
fursuit parade was canceled, and suggests it be on a different day
Nix first time and likes that it’s a campsite, away from the city, but didn’t like the weather
Dante enjoyed the drag show, but feels it should be later
Tamara brings the snacks
Donkey hates the person who had the nerve of washing their car (causing it to rain)
Twist had a lot of fun
Hawk Dad thinks the bathrooms could be better stocked
Travis was disappointed we only had 109 people, and couldn’t raise more money for our charity
Ilari thinks the head chef needs more help
Thunderwolf has no complaints
Spring Dragon is sorry he was late
Proxy Bite liked being disconnected while having some access to internet

Reading of the previous meeting minutes skipped

We had 109 attendees

We raised $2014 for charity

Discussion about an official Wild Nights mascot

Staff forms a committee to create a list of options that will be voted on the business forum, and 
then have an art competition for the design of the mascot.
Ammendment to take suggestions now
Ammendment passes
Ammendment to require suggestions be woodland related
Ammendment does not get a second
Motion to strike the art competition requirement
Ammendment passes
Motion to vote on multiple mascots
Ammendment fails
Motion passes

Request that the vote on mascots require a majority concensus, and if no mascot gets a majority, 
there be a runoff vote. Staff has the discretion to do so.

Suggestion list:
Goose Weasel
Cougar
Horse
Wolf (such as in the logo)
Tick (half-jokingly)



Corvid
Gargoyle
Bear
Gold Eagle
Raccoon

Request for more vegetarian options for meals, we may simply require better advertisement that 
the options exist

Officer nominations are now open

Nominations for President
Scotter declines his automatic renomination
Heros declines
Travis accepts
Twist Tail accepts

Nominations for Vice-President
Ilari accepts his automatic renomination
Dante Accepts
Twist Accepts

Nomitations for Secretary
Ilari accepts his automatic renomination
Spring Dragon declines
Glenn Birmingham accepts

Nominations for Treasurer
Heros accepts his automatic renomination
Spring Dragon accepts
Tamara accepts

Motion to return to our original 2 Members at Large for Wild Nights
Ammendment Strike original text and change it to Wild Nights will have 2 Members at Large or 
1 per 100 attendees of attendance at the prior event, whichever is greater
Ammendment passes
Ammendment to set an upper bound at 4
Ammendment Passes
Motion passes

Nominations for Member at Large
Oda accepts
Tamara accepts
Onudi Accepts
Victor Accepts
MLW accepts
Shasta Declines



Donkey Declines
Scotter accepts
Hud nominated, Hud is not a member of MESA, and therefore cannot be nominated
Nash accepts
Glenn Birmingham accepts
Keefur accepts

Meeting Closed: 10:51pm


